Hyundai sonata 2008

Though lacking refinement in a few areas, the Hyundai Sonata still ranks highly with us thanks
to its fine performance, spacious cabin and value for the dollar. Once a marginal midsize sedan
that scraped by on its low price alone, the Hyundai Sonata is now a worthy player that measures
up to the class leaders on nearly all fronts. Upon its debut two years ago, the current-generation
Sonata immediately impressed us with its attractive design, fine build quality and spacious
interior. In addition, newly competitive four-cylinder and V6 engines and the availability of a
five-speed automatic transmission with the V6 brought its performance up to par in the family
sedan segment. To be sure, practical-minded consumers will find plenty to like in the Hyundai
Sonata. Besides matching the top Japanese-brand sedans in regards to cabin quality and
comfort, the Sonata is notable for its packaging efficiency. It boasts enough interior volume for
the EPA to brand it a "large" car. In reality, though, its rear-seat accommodations are
comparable to what "midsize" competitors like the Honda Accord, Nissan Altima and Toyota
Camry offer. It's hardly a knock against the Hyundai, given that two adults or three children can
easily get comfortable back here. Additionally, the Sonata benefits from Hyundai's two
trademark advantages. First, compared to its key rivals, a comparably equipped Sonata typically
ends up priced a thousand or two lower. Compared to the leaders in the family sedan segment,
the Sonata could still use a little improvement in select areas. The steering, for instance, is
vague in feel and transmits too much harshness to the driver's hands over some surfaces, and
there are a few odd design elements in the cabin. Hyundai doesn't offer some of the latest
techno gadgets, and the V6 returns lower fuel economy than competitors' six-cylinders. None of
these flaws are terribly serious, but on the whole, the Hyundai Sonata feels a bit less refined
than the leaders in this class. Still, that shouldn't stop you from scheduling a test-drive if you're
in the market for a competent midsize sedan that's big on value. The midrange SE adds inch
alloy wheels, foglights, automatic headlights, a telescoping function and audio controls for the
steering wheel, leather and wood accents, a power driver seat and trip computer. The top-line
Limited has those items plus leather seats, front seat heaters, an auto-dimming rearview mirror
and a premium Infinity stereo with a six-disc CD changer. A sunroof is available on all trim
levels, but technology-oriented items like Bluetooth connectivity and a factory-based navigation
system aren't available. Both of the Sonata's engines are now available on all trim lines.
Standard is the 2. The optional engine is a 3. Both automatics feature manual shift control. The
four-cylinder engine is competitive with class standards. The V6's output doesn't quite match
the ever-rising standards set by the competition, but the engine is quiet enough and powerful
enough to suit most buyers. The downside is that it's less frugal with fuel than other
six-cylinders in this segment. All Sonatas come well-stocked with antilock brakes, traction
control, stability control, front side-impact airbags, full-length side curtain airbags and active
front head restraints. The Hyundai Sonata also scored five out of five stars in the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration's front- and side-impact tests. In Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety crash tests, the Sonata earned a "Good" rating the highest for frontal offset
protection and an "Acceptable" rating second-highest for side-impact protection. Hyundai
aimed for a more balanced effort between ride and handling for this generation. While the
suspension is still on the soft side and the steering remains a bit vague, the Hyundai Sonata
smothers bumps well while handling precisely and keeping its composure in turns. Braking
performance is also impressive for the class, with stopping distances from 60 mph taking less
than feet. Despite some tire noise, the cabin stays fairly quiet at all speeds. We've also been a
little let down with the slow reactions of the automatic transmission when in manual mode, but
that should be a minor issue for most Sonata drivers. While not exactly high on style, the
Sonata's cabin exudes a fair amount of quality via the precise feel of most controls and an
abundance of soft-touch surfaces. Much appreciated are the tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel,
steering-wheel-mounted audio controls and trip computer found on the SE and Limited. Many of
our editors have taken issue with the odd placement of the audio head unit and air vents on the
center stack. They are reversed from the usual positions, with the stereo controls placed too
high and the air vents too low. Although early Sonatas of this generation were criticized for their
overly high seating position up front, Hyundai subsequently lowered the seat to provide a more
natural driving position. Prospective buyers should also note that we've found the cloth seats in
the GLS and SE more comfortable than the leather ones in the Limited. Rear-seat and cargo
room are areas in which the Sonata truly shines. Space in back is generous in all
measurements, with comfort levels to match, and the Available styles include SE V6 4dr Sedan
3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
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AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Hyundai Sonata. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Hyundai lease specials Check out Hyundai Sonata lease specials.
Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise
this car. Subpar fuel economy with the V6, numb-feeling steering, automatic transmission fussy
in manual mode. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert
Review. Vehicle overview. Hyundai shuffles the Sonata's trim levels for the second year in a
row, making the four-cylinder engine standard on all and the V6 optional across the board. The
sporty Sonata SE gains performance tires, a rear spoiler and a power driver seat, while the
upscale Limited receives an Infinity stereo as standard. Read more. Write a review See all
reviews. I bought this car brand new in from the dealer. I have a 10 year - k Warranty. I see
people saying seat belts, door handles etc. Have never had any of this happen. I'm 6'2" and
have no discomfort. The car is quick as hell, she'll jump up to easily. The car is about 8 years
old now and I have only done basic maintenance and put tires and new headlights in due to the
wax formation. Everything works. Sound system sounds great, and I love that the unit holds 6
cd's. If I could buy this car again when I need a new car I would. Drove to north Carolina, Flordia
separate trip , tenesee separate trip and would NOT be afraid to drive to California from rhode
island. The car has , miles on it so I expect problems soon due to use and age. I do not see poor
quality in material. I love the car and think that door handles falling off in one guys review is
total B. Read less. Best car I've owned. I bought this car used with 34, miles back in It has been
nothing but solid for me for over 4 years of driving it. The maintenance I had was minimal. The
alternator went out on me last summer which was bucks to fix but I was told by the mechanic
that this is a typical problem with newer cars when they get close to , miles. Other than that I've
had no other problems with it other than typical maintenance. I'm currently at 90, miles on it and
plan on keeping it for a few more years. The paint quality is not the best on the outside but all in
all still rides like a dream on the highway. Fun car to drive too. To put it simply, this car saved
my son and my life. We were hit oncoming on the passenger side. Had this car not have been
made with such durable materials and just all around a well crafted car, I don't even want to
think about what might had happen. We both came out unscathed. Before this had happened, I
loved my car. It was the first one I'd ever bought and I couldn't have been more happy with my
purchase. It was roomy, the sound system was awesome. I bought it with 78, miles. Only
replaced back brakes. The only thing I didn't like was the gas mileage but that's expected with a
V6. Good Value for the money. Initially bought car for wife for local driving, during the last 6
years the car has been virtually repair free, only used warranty to replace driver visor and no
other issues. See all reviews of the Used Hyundai Sonata. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash
Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4. Sponsored cars related to the
Sonata. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain.
Vehicle Listing Details. Auto Provider also has many financing options to choose from with
interest rates as low as 2. Ask us about your auto financing needs and we will provide you with
your solutions. Price is a cash price or with approved credit. Price is subject to change without
notice. Auto Provider Inc. COM Both engines in the Hyundai Sonata engines incorporate some
of the latest developments in variable timing of intake valves, achieving the dual benefits of
lower emissions and higher fuel efficiency. Additionally, the V6 uses a variable-length intake
manifold to fatten the torque curve and make more zip available over a broader range of engine
speeds. The Hyundai Sonata delivers full-size, family-style room and comfort with an
EPA-estimated 30 mpg fuel economy from the available four-cylinder engine. Sonata comes
close to the refinement of competitive models from Toyota, Nissan, and Ford, while offering
more room for less money. Financing available through banks, credit unions, secondary lenders
and in-house financing to accommodate ALL credit situations. Rates as low as 2. Programs
available for first time buyers. Disclaimer: Information deemed reliable, but not guaranteed.
Interested parties should confirm all data before making a purchase decision. All prices and
specifications are subject to change without notice. Prices do not include additional fees such
as taxes, title and registration fees, finance charges, dealer document preparation fees, and
emission testing and compliance charges. Internet special price may not be compatible with
subsidized subprime financing. Second key, floor mats, and owners manual may not be
available on all pre-owned vehicles. This sedan is priced low to sell quick. Recent Arrival! Once
you've chosen your next car, our team of financing experts are trained to sort through various
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sure, practical-minded consumers will find plenty to like in the Hyundai Sonata. Besides
matching the top Japanese-brand sedans in regards to cabin quality and comfort, the Sonata is
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large car. This Hyundai Sonata scored five out of five stars in the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration's front- and side-impact tests. Odometer is miles below market average!
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vehicle that fits your budget doesn't mean you have to settle for anything less than quality.
Experience the same, exceptional customer service you expect from Holiday Automotive at a
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Automotive we are worth the trip! While every reasonable effort is made to ensure the accuracy
of these data, we are not responsible for any errors or omissions contained on these pages.
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the dealer. I have a 10 year - k Warranty. I see people saying seat belts, door handles etc. Have
never had any of this happen. I'm 6'2" and have no discomfort. The car is quick as hell, she'll
jump up to easily. The car is about 8 years old now and I have only done basic maintenance and
put tires and new headlights in due to the wax formation. Everything works. Sound system
sounds great, and I love that the unit holds 6 cd's. If I could buy this car again when I need a
new car I would. Drove to north Carolina, Flordia separate trip , tenesee separate trip and would
NOT be afraid to drive to California from rhode island. The car has , miles on it so I expect
problems soon due to use and age. I do not see poor quality in material. I love the car and think
that door handles falling off in one guys review is total B. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A
majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can

find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

